of multiple neurons in unanesthetized zebra finches. We developed a latent factor model of the 7 joint simultaneous activity of these neural populations, and found that the shared variability in the 8 activity has a surprisingly simple structure; it is dominated by an unobserved latent source with 9 one degree-of-freedom. This simple model captures the structure of the correlated activity in these 10 populations in both spontaneous and stimulus-driven conditions, and given both song and synthetic 11 stimuli. The inferred latent variability is strongly suppressed under stimulation, consistent with 12 similar observations in a range of mammalian cortical regions.
Introduction
aspects of the data. These signal and slow gain modulation terms together constitute the PSTH model.
122
The non-negative function f is termed the transfer function. In the context of generalized linear models 123 it is generally referred to as the inverse link function. In the following we will use: 124 f (x) := log(1 + exp(x)).
In section 2.4.11 we discuss the choice of transfer function in greater detail.
125
We use the notation s 
133
We determined the penalty parameters λ s and λ g by a grid search on the five-fold cross-validated data 134 likelihood, yielding λ s = 1.5 and λ g = 10. Given the optimal λ s , λ g we re-fitted s 
If no restrictions are placed on z, this model would overfit: each z neurons (to the extent determined by C), this term imparts the shared portion of the data variability; as 149 such we will hereafter refer to z as the shared variability term. From now on we will drop the superscript 150 n for x and z, as we modeled trials as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Further, we also 151 drop the superscript m as the stimulus dependence will become apparent below.
152
To model temporal structure in the data, we put a first-order auto-regressive prior -also known as 153 a linear dynamical system prior -on x t :
To allow for different levels of variability under the three experimental conditions m = 1, 2, 3 (correspond-
155
ing to song, ML noise, and no stimulus, respectively), we introduce different covariance matrices Q m for 156 the zero-mean innovations t . The factors in the first time step x 1 have zero mean and covariance Q m 0 .
157
We denote the PLDS model parameters as θ PLDS = (A, Q, C) with Q = (Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 , Q 
158
Empirically, we found that the magnitude of the gain modulation g is small compared to the variability 159 z. However, fitting PLDS models without the slow gain g to the same data resulted in the variability z 160 to model slow non-stationarities in the data with time constants ≥ 1 s. Therefore we included the g-term
161
in the model to prevent these slow contributions from leaking into the fast variability z. 
where E q [·] denotes the expected value under a distribution q. This bound holds for any distribution 181 q (Emtiyaz Khan et al., 2013), but we seek to evaluate it using the Laplace approximation for q. The function f , we cannot evaluate this term analytically. We therefore resort to numerical integration using 187 the fact that the likelihood decomposes into a sum over stimuli, trials, neurons and time steps:
Under the approximate posterior q, the λ mn kt are normally distributed. Therefore, it is sufficient to evaluate 189 the Gaussian integrals E N (a|µ,σ 2 ) [f (a)] and E N (a|µ,σ 2 ) [log f (a)] for different means µ and variances σ 2 .
Estimation of PLDS model parameters

193
Given the collected spike count data y, we estimated the parameters θ = (θ PSTH , θ PLDS ) in the follow-
194
ing way. For simplicity, we first estimated the PSTH model parameters θ PSTH as described in section 
The rationale behind these additional parameters is the following. its simplicity and the good model fits, this approach is well justified.
205
We estimated θ PLDS and b using a variant of the expectation-maximization algorithm (Dempster et al., only slightly generalized to account for the different covariance matrices for different stimulus conditions.
214
For updating the observation parameters, we need to find the new loading C and biases b that maximize data:
To circumvent the intractability of this problem, we used stochastic gradient ascent on L to update C, b
219
(Bottou, 2010). We detail this approach for the loading matrix C; updates for b were analogous. Instead the estimate in the following way:
Here,x l is a sample from the Laplace approximation to the posteriorx l ∼ q(·|y), with componentx 
The decreasing learning rate α l is given by:
In each M-step we did 100 passes through the data set, i.e. l = 1, . . . , 100. We set α 0 to depend on the 
, and E denote the expectation over x and z. Using this 235 notation, we can write the total covariance between λ of neuron k and neuron j averaged over stimuli, 236 trials and time as:
from which the following identity can be derived:
where 
where Π m t is the prior covariance of the factors x m t during presentation of stimulus m at time step t. The 244 latter can be calculated using the standard recursion:
We define the magnitude of the stimulus drive for a neuron k as Σ 
(analogously for magnitudes of gain and shared variability).
248
We also computed these magnitudes for the three experimental conditions individually by not taking the 249 average E m . 
Coordinate transformation of PLDS model
251
It is known that many latent factor and state-space models (such as the PLDS) are non-identifiable, i.e. contributions Σ ν , ν ∈ {s, g}. To this end, we compute the first principal component
and report the largest fraction of neurons that have the same sign onto P C ν .
271
Quantifying dissimilarity between model contributions
272
We quantify the dissimilarity between two variance contributions ν 1 and ν 2 for ν 1 , ν 2 ∈ {s, z, g} using the 273 angle ρ(ν 1 , ν 2 ) between their corresponding covariance matrices: 
. We report R s (τ ) averaged over all neurons from all data sets. 
287
We found empirically that this contribution is small compared to the contribution of the posterior mean.
288
We also qualitatively compared the posterior to the prior autocorrelation functions, finding only small 289 differences.
290
We also characterize the temporal properties of the data by computing the time constant of the 291 dynamical system prior that was learned when fitting the PLDS model parameters θ. The time constants 292 τ i are related to the eigenvalues e i of the dynamics matrix A as:
Choice of transfer function 294
In most previous studies which applied latent variable models with Poisson observations to neural record-295 ings, the transfer function was assumed to be f (x) = exp(x), as this choice offers multiple algorithmic We fitted the PLDS model separately to each of the ten recording sessions from the deep region of the 312 songbird A1. One example fit for a data set with 29 simultaneously recorded neurons is shown in Figure   313 1B. A first observation that can be made from this example is that, in contrast to the stimulus drive 314 s t , the shared variability z t has a simple structure. Namely, z t is highly coordinated across neurons, to 315 the effect that the firing rate fluctuations of most neurons increase (or decrease) at the same time. This 316 is a result of the fitted models being "low-rank", i.e. a large fraction of the variance of z t is captured 317 by the first latent factor x 1,t (analogous to the first principal component in a PCA analysis). This can 318 also be seen from Figure 1C : the time series of the dominant first factor x 1,t is highly similar to that presentations of the same stimulus (see Figure 1D ).
323
The low-rank nature of the shared variability z t in the example data set of Figure 1B was found in 324 all of the ten datasets we analyzed (Figure 2A and not e.g. by independent noise terms for pairs of neurons. In contrast to z t , the stimulus drive s t is not 330 low-rank: its variance is distributed across many dimensions (Figure 2A) , resulting in the first principal 331 component capturing on average only 31%, and at most 53% across all data sets. We also found that the 332 parsimonious description of the the population variability provided by the model crucially depended on 333 the nonlinearity of the transfer function f : linear factor models failed to discover the low-rank structure 334 of the data. We show the results of directly applying PCA to the raw population spike count variability,
335
which we computed by subtracting the population PSTH from the spike counts y t (Figure 2A ).
336
In spite of the simple structure of the fitted PLDS models, they capture the recorded data well. We 337 compared various summary statistics computed from the raw data with those computed from surrogate 338 data generated by the models. We find that the sampled surrogate data reproduces average single cell 
Shared variability is stimulus dependent in the deep region of avian A1
363
We found that in the deep region of avian A1 the stimulus drive is larger for song than for ML noise 364 stimuli ( Figure 3A) . In addition to the signal drive, the model captures a considerable contribution of 365 shared variability in the data, which for ML noise is on the same order of magnitude as the stimulus 366 drive, indicating strong, shared fluctuations in this neural population. Notably, the population variability 367 is substantially larger (by roughly a factor of 2) under the ML noise compared to the song stimuli,
368
showing that the stimulus class has a large influence on the shared variability of local populations of 369 simultaneously recorded neurons. Finally, we find that the slow gain modulation g only captures a small 370 amount of variance in the data and is of roughly the same magnitude under song and ML noise stimuli.
371
In Figure 3A the lighter shaded areas of the bars represent the fractions of variance of each term that 372 are captured by a one dimensional approximation, i.e. the first principal component or the first factor 373 x 1,t respectively. For the signal drive s t as well as the gain modulation g, less than half of the variance is 374 captured by the first component, indicating that these two effects are heterogeneous, with a much larger 375 effective dimensionality than the shared variability z t (c.f. Figure 2A) .
376
In addition to the magnitude and effective dimensionality of the terms s t , g and z t , we analyzed 377 their similarity by comparing the directions they spanned in the firing rate space (or more precisely in 378 the K-dimensional pre-intensity space). We quantified this by computing the subspace angle, which lies 379 between 0 (perfect alignment) and π/2 (orthogonality, for details see Materials and Methods). Figure   380 3B shows that the angle between the dominant subspace of the shared variability term z t under song 381 stimuli and under ML noise stimuli is small: for all data sets the angle was less than 0.1, indicating that 382 the shared variability z t is highly aligned across stimulus classes when compared to the null hypothesis 383 of random orientation with the same spectra (p < 10 −10 ,Wilcoxon rank sum test data. Figure 3C shows the difference of all elements of the noise covariance matrices under song and 392 ML noise stimuli. The PLDS model prediction, consisting of a simple change of magnitude of shared 393 variability and not its direction, matches the data to a large extent (R 2 = 0.87).
394
We next analyzed the temporal properties of the essentially one-dimensional shared variability term 395 z t , by computing the autocorrelation of z k,t for each neuron k and averaging over the population. Figure   396 3D shows that the autocorrelation of the shared variability decays after roughly 200 ms. This is consistent 397 with the time constants of the dynamical system prior of the latent factors x t learned by fitting the PLDS 398 to the data: the average time constant (pooled across data sets) is 105 ± 114 ms (mean ± std. deviation).
399
Taken together with the above finding that the gain modulation g is small, we concluded that most 400 network-level variability in these recordings takes place on fast time scales below 200 ms.
401
Although largely temporally unstructured, the shared variability term z t seems to be highly structured 402 with respect to its influence on the recorded neurons (see Figure 1B) . Indeed, we found that almost all 403 neurons k have a positive loading coefficient C k1 onto the first factor x 1,t of z t (see Figure 3E ). This 
422
We histologically determined the approximate location of the polytrode recording sites, yielding an 423 estimate of the spatial location for each recorded neuron (see Figure 4A) . A first hint at a corresponding, 424 fine-grained spatial structure of shared variability can be observed in Figure 1B 
Stimulus onset quenches shared variability
Having established that population response variability of evoked activity is spatially structured and has
448
an essentially one-dimensional form, we next sought to characterize its relation to spontaneous activity.
449
To this end, we focused on the recorded neural activity in time windows of 500 ms preceding the onset 450 of each stimulus presentation; these epochs of spontaneous activity were included in the data sets to 451 which the PLDS models were fitted. We found that the PLDS model could account for the statistics of 452 spontaneous activity reasonably well: the model was able to capture R 2 = 73% of the noise correlations 453 during spontaneous activity, although a tendency to slightly over-estimate their magnitude is visible (see 454 Figure 5A ). We found that spontaneous activity has a simple statistical structure: As the signal drive term 455 is zero by definition, spontaneous activity is exclusively captured by z t (and gain modulation g), which 456 again was found to be essentially one-dimensional (see Figure 5C ). Furthermore, in the pre-intensity 457 domain spontaneous activity is highly aligned to the shared variability during stimulus presentation
458
( Figure 5D ). Previous theoretical as well as experimental studies have argued that the distribution of (Figure 2A ), whereas spontaneous activity in our data was approximately one-dimensional ( Figure 5C ).
464
Furthermore, the latter was much closer to shared variability during evoked activity in terms of subspace 465 angle, as can be seen from Figure 5D . Finally, note that the stimulus ensemble used in this study was
466
highly limited compared to the diversity of auditory stimuli to which the birds are generically exposed.
467
The observed dissimilarity of spontaneous activity from evoked activity would presumably further increase 468 if compared to evoked patterns under richer stimuli.
469
The above analysis shows that spontaneous activity is highly similar to shared noise variability during dimensional approximation to the terms s t , g t and z t respectively. Each cross represents one model fit on one data set. This illustrates that the population variability z t increases (and reduces) the firing of almost all cells together, whereas this is less the case for s t and g t . by first latent factor x 1,t indicating that shared variability during spontaneous activity is low-rank. For comparison the magnitudes during ML noise and song stimuli are also shown (same data as in Figure 3A ). 
